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The Mission That Unites Us
Abundant is a purpose-based venture creation company focused on improving the human condition.  We start
and operate companies that positively impact Human Wellness, Human Performance and Human
Engagement.  We like what we do but more importantly, we like each other.

Founded in 2011, Abundant was formed with core beliefs that drive our action and investment:

● You can still do well while doing good.
● If it is big enough to care, it is big enough to share.
● We are accountable to ourselves and one another.

Position & Purpose Summary
Since inception, Abundant has built a strong digital healthcare network and ecosystem that allows for early
stage companies to be formed and grow. Abundant currently operates in 4 distinct areas:

1. Initial founder and operator of new ventures - Abundant’s team partners with large corporations or
entrepreneurs to start new ventures. Abundant leverages best in class practices, its network, capital,
back office operations and governance structure to ensure these new ventures are successful across
their growth lifecycles.

2. The Abundant Alliance - Abundant manages and operates a venture group formed by health systems,
industry and capital partners with the goal to create new digital ventures in service of providing
operational, strategic and financial value to health systems.

3. Investment in early stage ventures - From time to time Abundant will invest in 3rd party companies in
service of expanding its ecosystem.

4. Portfolio management - Abundant provides strategic guidance, operational expertise and governance
for the companies in its portfolio.

Reporting to the President and as a senior member of the new venture team, the Vice President of Product
will be responsible for owning the Abundant product vision and strategy. The Vice President of Product will
act as Abundant’s senior leader in all product matters across Abundant’s 4 strategic operational areas (see
above).

The Vice President of Product is a hands on operator who is able to:

● Hold strategic conversations with market leaders
● Understand customer problems and draft a product vision
● Develop a product roadmap from idea inception to a scalable solution
● Design best in class practices for new products being launched
● Leverage existing best in class technology to build new products
● Be a strategic advisor to Abundant’s portfolio leaders
● Analyze existing product offerings and develop an investment point of view
● Communicate complex ideas clearly and compellingly
● Build and deploy project plans for products being built for new ventures
● Manage and execute the build of initial product offering (including early prototypes)
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● Lead product vision and strategy for the Abundant Alliance

You’re excited about this role because...

● Translate the company’s high-level vision and goals into action. You will lead product strategy,
prioritize features and build concensus

● Define a strategy roadmap for our products and define business, functional, and design requirements
for products in development. Translate the product strategy into detailed requirements and
prototypes

● Create prototypes that can be shared and tested prior to formally building out the product and then
iterating on the product based on feedback

● Spend time to understand market problems and find innovative solutions. It will be essential that you
build a solid understanding of the needs of customers, users, and internal stakeholders

● Help develop new ideas that solve problems in an efficient and scalable way. You understand the value
of outcomes and the financial consequences

● Help define the go-to-market strategy by providing key product and market insights

We’re excited about you because...
● You have 7+ years experience working at the the forefront of digital health or 10+ years leading

product across various industries
● You have experience talking to senior leaders and are able to drive consensus and action
● You possess a unique combination of business and technical savvy that includes a big-picture vision

and the drive to make that vision a reality
● You bring stellar analytical and critical thinking skills; you know how to break complex problems down

into component parts, prioritize their value, and deliver concise, actional products
● You have a commercial mindset; you know the value of speed to market and being efficient with

resources
● You are able to lead a team, but also able to work independently, roll up your sleeves and do your own

work
● You are comfortable with ambiguity and think of yourself as a creator
● You are values driven and bring heart to work!
● You are self-confident and enjoy ‘making things happen’
● You are entrepreneurial and a self-starter

You’ll love working here because…

You’ll be part of a high performing team where you can contribute, live in your genius and grow.
● We are a group of bright, motivated, and kind people who believe in autonomy and taking initiative.
● We encourage everyone to be authentic and seek to build and celebrate diverse teams
● We stand by our culture and values
● You will be proud to work at Abundant and know that the work  you do is making a meaningful impact.
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About Abundant
Abundant acts as an active mentor, supporter and accelerator to our portfolio companies. Our deep network
of relationships allows access to talent, partners, and customers enabling portfolio companies to achieve
transformational sales and accelerate growth with an efficient use of money, time, and resources. As well, our
unique structure as a holding company grants us flexibility to be a genuine long-term partner with a focus on
sustainable growth and profitability. We believe our investing-and-operating hybrid model has been core to
our ability to achieve positive results in our investments, including exits of 8 of our 31 investments and
provides a significant advantage to effectively start, grow, operate, and exit companies in the future.

* If this sounds like a company you would like to join and a role you would thrive in, please don’t hold back
from applying! Whatever skills you bring to the table or background you’re coming from, we welcome you to
start a conversation with us. We’re looking forward to learning more about you!

Abundant Venture Partners Holding, LLC is an Equal Opportunity employer. Personnel are chosen on the basis
of ability without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, disability, marital status or sexual
orientation, in accordance with federal and state law.
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